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From the Elementary School to the Self-healing Village
Sustainable strategy on rural healthcare facilities in the aging era

Challenge of the Healthcare in rural Taiwan

With the rapid development of industry, Taiwan has step into the developed society years ago. No matter in the city or 
in the countryside, Taiwanese has lived a modern life. However, a series of problems come along with the development, 
especially in the rural area. 

The environment is polluted by the industry. The young is forced to go to the city to get a job. The capital moves from 
country to city. As a consequence, the country is aging much more quickly than the city, not only on the number of the 
elderly but also on the whole society. The exisiting healthcare facilities are in poor conditions and the improvement is 
unaffordable for the country. Is there a strategy to save the decline country and the elderly? 

For the most elderly people, a maximum walking distance of a trip is about 0.8km because of 
physical decline. But the existing healthcare facilities are almost located in the town center 
which is unaccssible for the elderly living in the rural villages.

Because of the capital loss of the rural villages, the existing healthcare insititutions are 
unaffordable for both the elderly and the government.

The exsisting healthcare facilities overemphasize medical treatment at the expense of  
rehibilitation care and environment, which is unsustainable.

PRORORTION OF HEALTHCARE FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR ELDERLY

Most of the elderly living in rural villages are unable to get suitable 
healthcare services because of the location or high charges.

NUMBER OF ELDERLY HEALTHCARE INSTITUTIONS

The future healthcare facilities should be accessible in walking distance so that people in the 
village are able to get convenient healthcare services.

The future healthcare facilities should be affordable for both elderly and the government, 
especially in the aging and low-birth rate world.

The future healthcare facilities should be environment-fridenly and eco-fridenly. In a word, 
we should figure out a sustainable develoment strategy.

The Declining Rural Villages 

Environmental Pollution Aging Society Capital Loss

The Increasing Needs for Health of the Elderly

The Problem of Exsisting Healthcare Facilities

0.8km

Because of physical decline，
For the most elderly people, a maximum 
walking distance of a trip is about 0.8km.

 Problem: Decline of physical strength New needs  of the elderly

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Elderly's Hierarchy of Needs

Speading Road
Factory in the Farmland

Abandoned Old House
Vacant Classrooms

Severe Aging

Site Situation

Why choose elementary school as the site? One is that the school is on the public land, which make it much easier to carry out the 
project. The other is the unused space in the school. With Taiwan's aging and low birth rate trend, the number of elderly increases 
every year, while the number of elementary school students deceases. The school size will reduced constantly in the coming 5 years.
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Traditonal Strategy on Elderly and Rural Area

We used to regard the problems of the rural villages and the healthcare of the elderly as a burden. What the 
government do is just use the negative methods including tax increasing, public investment, labor adding, community 
care, retirement age delayed, etc. None of these method take use of the villages and the elderly themselves. With the 
rapid increasing of the elderly, especially in the countryside, these traditional methods are unsustainable.

Our Strategy: Self- Healing on the Elderly & Village

Raoping Road, the part which in front of the elementary school

Multiple function plan Increase the facilities for community

Yunlin County, a typical agricultural county in southern Taiwan. 
There is no travel attractions, no long history, no obvious 
advantages. In short, it is a very ordinary county in Taiwan. 
The site is located at the edge of the county, on which is an 
elementary school now. The school is originally at the edge 
of the villages. With the development of the economy, the 
automobile takes the place of the walk and becomes the 
main transportation. Consequently, the villages spread along 
the highway and lose its center. Now, the school is surrounded 
by three villages and become the geometric center of three 
villages.
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Heal the Elderly: Combination of Medical Treatment and Nursing

Heal the Rural Place: Combination of Healthcare Facilities and Elementary School

Private Garden and Public Farmland Farming Circulation

Function Program Circulation

Concept: A Self-healing Village

What should the future health care facilities be in rural Taiwan?

Site: A Typical Village in South Taiwan
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Precaution Medical Treatment Rehabilitation Care Recover Training

Sustainable

Long-term care part is transformed 
from the vacant classrooms with 
the preserve of existed structure. 
Traditional nursing home regard elderly 
as patients without privacy. In this 
project, 2 elderly share a room which 
will make them feel at home.

Day care serves those who need 
recover training after discharge from 
hospital and those who need health 
education. The open plan design is a 
good choice.
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Section of the School

Elderly Housing Unit

An elderly housing unit is shared by 4 people. 
Two single rooms for solitaries, a double 
room for spouse. They share the living room, 
dining room, kitchen and the laundry and 
help each other.  Each elderly has its own 
private garden and each unit have shared 
a common outdoor space.
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1 Double Room
2 Single Room
3 Living Room
4 Kitchen
5 Dinning
6 Laundary
7 Outdoor Platform
8 Private Garden

Unit:  2 single room+ 1 double room

Five elderly housing units constitute a cluster. 
Each cluster has two shared gardens and 
an activity room. The main entrance of the 
cluster faces the public farmland in the 
central campus. The cluster belt connects 
the main entrance with two shared gardens, 
which achieves different levels of publicity 
of the cluster. The activity room provides a 
public indoor venues where the elderly and 
students can interact.

Elderly Housing Cluster

Cluster:  5 units+ 1 activity room

Plan & Circulation

First Floor Second Floor

Transformation on existing teaching building

Existing teaching building Transform into Classroom and Long-term Care Mixed

Healthy Finance

Day care

Long-term care

140 people

60 people

40 people

Elderly housing

Operating costs

CARE : 1:8 7
NURSE : 1:20 3

CARE : 1:6 7
NURSE : 1:15 3

40000/mon/person
60000/mon/person

Labor Costs Food Costs

Self-sufficiency

3600/month/person

8000/month/person

Subtotal $536,000/mon1,170,000*1.6=1872000/mon

Total $2,408,000/mon

50000/mon/personAdminister          5

COST
Construction Investment Operating Costs

INCOME

Total $4,040,000/monDay care

Long-term care

Single Room:  70 people

60 people

40 people

14000/mon

24000/mon

18000/mon

Income from Elderly

Elderly housing
Double Room:  70 people 14000/mon

Income from Electricity Sale

Solar panels Area=6560m2

Solar panels Power=460kWPower Supply

Power Consumption

460*3.51*365=589,329kWh/year

Elderly Floor Area=6800m2

Energy Consumption=70kWh/m2
6800*70=476,000Kwh/year

Power Sale 113,329Kwh/year

Power Sale Profit 113,329*3=339,987year=28332.3/month

Income from Shop Rent

Total Income=4,040,000+28,332.3+200,000=4,268,332

Shop Area:  1F 42m2

2F 18m2

Shop Rent:  20000/month 

Rent Income: 20000*10=200,000

Profit

Income

Costs $2,408,000/mon

$4,268,332/mon

$1,860,332/mon

Investment                           $248,870,000

248,870,000/1,860,332=133.7month=11year

Profit

Return on investment

PROFIT

 Income from Elderly Income from Electricity Sale

Income from Shop Rent

New Construction

Refurnish

Elderly housing

Community Library

4200m2

900m2

Transform Classroom to Day care

Transform Classroom to Long-term care

700m2

1500m2

700m2

Shop 500m2

5600m2

4350m2

$ 20000/m2

$ 16000/m2 $ 191,440,000

$ 134,000,000*1.3= $ 248,870,000Total Construction costs

Transform Classroom to Administration

700m2

Transform Auditorium to canteen

Transform Classroom to Community Activities

750m2

Solar Panel 6560m2 $ 1500/m2

Elderly find themselves by planting just outside their roomThe elderly watch students playing games near the pool

Students have biology class by helping elderly do their farmwork The basketball court is shared with students, elderly and community

New Construction:
Open-air Market
Central Wetland
Farmland
Elderly Housing ⅠⅡ

Transformation:
Long-term Care
Day Care
Community Canteen

Phasing

New Construction:
Stands
Basketball court
Farmland
Elderly Housing ⅢⅣⅤ

Transformation:
Students' Activity Field
Gymnasium

New Construction:
Shops along the street
Library
Leisure Park

Transformation:
Entrance of the Campus

Exsiting Elementary School

2032 

2027

2022

2017

Solar panels area=6560m2
Solar panels Power=459.2KW

Heal the Environment in 5 Aspects

Healthy Energy

Yunlin Count has the most abundant 
sunshine resources in Taiwan. After 
calculation, by installing solar panels 
on the roof to generate power, we 
can meet the power demand of the 
site. It also can sell a little power to the 
village.

Per capita water 
consumption 95.27t/year

Cluster Water 
Consumption=1714.8t/year

Site Water 
Consumption=28579.5t/year

Healthy Water

Farmland Plangting

30%

70%
Self-Sufficient

Import

Food Self-Sufficiency of Taiwan（2007）

Healthy Food

300 people need 10.5ha farmland,
Which is far more than the site area

Per capita farmland =0.035ha

Market Canteen FarmlandMarket Canteen FarmlandMarket Canteen Farmland
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……
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Teaching
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……

Half Farming Half X

Healthy Spirit

Today's villages in Taiwan is already connected by the highway network. We can easily find an 
elementary school beside the highway and sorrounded by villages, which faces the same problem and 
can be transformed with similar strategy. By our strategy, these elementary school can be transformed 
into the self-healing center of the villages. Eventually, these elementary school consititute a self-healing 
network.

Build the self-healing network of the county

Liner Villages in disorder Now Self-healing Network in the Future

Same Problems in the villages, Similar Campuses beside the highway
Rain harvesting and grey water recycling system are applied in this village to provide healthy water and solve the 
problem of water shortage in dry season. The gray water from elderly housing is treated in the ecological treatment 
machine of the cluster. The treated gray water and the harvested rain water irrigate the farmland. The extra 
water is stored in the water tank and central water park and run around the villages, which creates the ecological 
waterscape.

In 2007, Taiwan produce only 30% of its food consumption. I also find it hard 
to achieve food self-sufficiency on the site. But by using of the farmland 
outside the school, a bigger self-sufficiency ring can be established. The 
elderly grow fresh vegetables according to the season and bought other 
food in the market.

The elderly not only need medical treatment, but also need spiritual concern. By the concept of “Half house half 
garden” and “Half farming half X”, the elderly can get a healthy spirit, which does a good favor to rehabilitation.

This project is financially feasible. By the BOT model, investment will return in 11 years. The proposal will be carried out 
stage by stage in case of any change.
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